
Approaches to American Economic History
Edited by GEORGE ROGERS TAYLOR, Amherst College, and Lucius F. ELLS-
WORTH, University of West Florida, xiv, 135 pp., bibliog.
{Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation) Cloth, $7.50; paper, $2.25

This series of eight lectures by distinguished economic historians studies in
detail current approaches to the study of economic history. Each lecture presents
an objective description of one method and shows how it is useful and
important. These lectures will allow the historian to become acquainted with
the various traditional and the more modern methods and then to select that
approach or combination of approaches which best fits his data and satisfies his
requirements.

Bank Expansion in Virginia, 1962-1966
The Holding Company and the Direct Merger
By PAUL L. FOSTER, George Washington University, xvi, 132 pp., tables, figs.,
apps., index. $12.50
(Graduate School of Business Administration, University of Virginia)

The Buck-Holland Act, passed in 1962, liberalized branch banking in Virginia
and permitted bank management to choose between the holding company or the
merger or a combination of the two as a method of expansion. Foster's work
studies bank expansion and the many facets of commercial bank management
both in and out of Virginia during the last fifty years, and it illustrates how a
legislative environment can influence the organization of commercial banking,
the kind and extent of competition, and the range of public services available.
This history of the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods of ex-
pansion is a most valuable case study in the difficult problem of industrial
combination in the American economy today.

The Great Richmond Terminal
A Study in Businessmen and Business Strategy
By MAURY KLEIN, University of Rhode Island, xiii, 323 pp., maps, tables,
apps., bibliog., index. $9.50
(Eleutherian Mills-Hagley Foundation)

"Professor Klein's book covers a much wider area than his title, The Great
Richmond Terminal, might suggest. In fact, he surveys the financial history
of several of the most important south-eastern railroads which eventually
were consolidated in the Richmond Terminal Association, and were then
recognized by J. P. Morgan into the Southern Railway Company, presently one
of the most prosperous in the United States. This is a story that has been
told before, but Klein introduces new evidence from personal papers, and
also writes his account around a specified 'pattern.' . . . Professor Klein's book
thus provides a useful fresh account of the trials of post-bellum southern
railroads, increasing northern dominance over them and a good example and
vindication of the work of J. P. Morgan."—Business History
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MEDIEVAL REGIONS AND
THEIR CITIES

By Josiah Cox Russell

A pioneer study of the structure of medieval re-
gions, Mr. Russell's book analyzes the relation-
ship of their cities to the size and significance of
their populations. A significant work of interpre-
tive scholarship that corrects current views of
the late Middle Ages.
240 pages $8.95

Indiana University Press • Bloomington, Indiana 47401

-New
Ethnic Enterprise in America
Business and Welfare Among Chinese, Japanese, and Blacks

Ivan H. Light
"By far the best and most satisfying book on the perplexing problem
of why Blacks have not created a business class in America, and why
other racial groups, such as the Chinese and Japanese have. It is also
a major contribution to the understanding of both the sociology of
ethnicity and the sociology of business enterprise."—Nathan Glazer

LC: 77-121189 224 pages illustrations $7.9*)

The Rise
of Teamster Power in the West
Donald Garnel
This study traces in detail the growth and development of the Teamsters
Union in the western United States, and particularly the highway drivers
organized and led by Dave Beck, during the tumultuous period prior to
World War II. Mr. Garnel has used documents not previously available
to scholars to chart the rise of highway trucking as a formidable com-
petitor of both railroads and local truckers and to show how vast changes
began to occur in the union's structures and policies.

LC: 72-12118"* -116 pages $12.50
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THE

ECONOMIC HISTORY

ASSOCIATION

The Economic History Association was organized in 1940. Its

purpose is to encourage researeli and teaching in the history of

economic1 activity ami of economic thought. It seeks to cooperate

with societies devoted to the study of agricultural, industrial, and

business history. It aims to bring together economists, historians,

statisticians, geographers, and others who find that the storv of

economic change throws light on their field of interest or is en-

riched by their contribution. Membership is open to all who are

interested in the history of economic life in all its phases in the

United States and other countries.

THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY is published for The Eco-

nomic History Association by the Graduate School of Business Ad-

ministration of New York University. Correspondence concerning

contributions to the JOURNAL should be addressed to the editorial

office: Nathan Rosenberg, Department of Economics. University of

Wisconsin, Madison. Wisconsin 53706. Applications for membership

should be addressed to Herman E. Krooss, Treasurer, in care of

New York University. 100 Trinity Place. New York. New York 10006.
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